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Every parent who has=-ever managed- to live through the teen.,

hig 1:-
age years of at-las children is more than familiar with- the etrane

Scent norms that shape their children one way one week, and

another way the next. We joke and laugh about these teen7age fads--

whenever we can - -do so through-:our tears; that is.

Such fads that sweep- the teen- age community are cause enough

en=behaviora-l_i_objective-a-i-

tionable.
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of these usually mark the beginning of the decline. Such a large-

scale study may well have just been dsne 'n performance contracting.

After a great many small demonstration stedes, the United States
Office of Economic Opportunity was so conti dent of the success of

performance contracting that it spent over six-million dollars in
a large , nation-wide study of performance contracting with under-

achieving students. Thirty-one companies bid for the Opportunity

to participate, even though they would be paid only for each

-7 -student _who -was _able to- gain :one-school year of =growth in reading

and arithmetic during the oriel school- year. Half or more of those

-companies_ _that part-icipated -are-_-__now-- out _of business. -The pupils
=

the__ experiment :fen =far-±=short-_-_ the goal := Even more important,_

when i theis_gains-ion-_--thete-_---yOtingsters _i-were- =cOmpared_to-the-=gain-s,:iof-_
------- = =

an- equals-numb_er of_ comparable pupils-in control groups, no effects
_

=7=1 of performance: contracting:_-_dOuldbe---dt---te

I am -not suggesting =sore_ worthless-_

--_ or that we -ignore-- them.-__-=,-Obviously, ---many= have = =Within_ _them
=

the

=-

seeds for new-blossomd__-in_ the educational- garden-,rnew-_growth that _cart
a

contribute to the achievement of ou.r varied missions.

avoid both kinds of signal responses which some members óf--t-he

academic community consistently make to new developments. Some
_ _ _ s-=

= of- Tu8- -tend _ habittlally tO poO pOøhh-n ew,,,,assertirtg- either
that it _is not ,_ in fact; new at all or =--e18-6 that it --1-s=useles_a_-_or

--" = -= _ _ ---even-destructive. ____Otherssof--uss-rtendr, just as hbituafly, to iThmed3.-

ately gather every new development to our institutional bosoms,

4
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new. / hope 'that we here can find some middle ground- -that we can

analyze these new developments to discover the potential strengths

and weaknesses and to develop means of capitalizing on the former
while minimizing the latter. This_= is the- framework withir: which

I will be discussing faculty organization, accountability, and
the evaluation of academic programs.

The recent developments in faculty organization . and in account-
ability which we have been discussing at this conference have

quite different sorts of implications for the evaluation of aca-

demic programs -or of -_departments. Therefore,_ _I _will consider _them

Sep_arately), first faculty:_organization_

FACULTY ORGANIZATIO

We= have talked at this =conference =primar_-ily = about =one __t

------ approaches

the union. I believe that we should also consider =another

faculty organization, that within each institution-- the organ-
ization into departments,- colleges, and other assorted units.

:-BOth_ of -theSe--k-ind-s-- -of. Organization- can:refref--th_e- degr_ees_s- of _-free7
_

Om_ --that we==have__--,-fOr-__an_--Adequater-:-evaluatioti- of_--acedemid-'progrant

departmentS.-_-

_A

As teaching unions gather strength, they may inhibit or attempt
to inhibit' the =gathering== _-of: of:- the kin=ds- Of __dat-e_ that- are-

needed for an adequate assessment of a department's effectiveness.

Since that effectivenes s is , in large part, the cumulative effec-
tiveness of the faculty members within the= department, we must

have =the freedom to assess as completely as we- can the effective-
ness of each individtal faculty member. We must be able to get
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student ratings of each individual teacher, as well as student
ratings of courses and programs. We must also attempt to get some

comparative data on the performance of students who have worked

-under each faculty member. (I will return to this point Later
when I discuss accountability.) Any restrictions which union

contracts place upon the gathering and use of such data will limit

the validity of departmental evaluations.
Departmental and College structures may inhibit such evalua-

tions in another .way.- Though I am a fervent _believer in aepart-
_

--mental _autonomy, as _/ assume-you- are, we: -must -recognize that such

f,_=autOnortly__--may eliminate-what-ought- tOf_=-be- some of the=-maj or- criteria

in the -evaluation- of aisdepartment. One such-- criterion is the degree

whith-

-= other_-d-e-pa-rtments-andT-frcoilleges,--=za6,-±opposed-n-to,tserving_lonly- or

primarily its majors. Th e-o_ ther =related criterion how wells a

uses -_- what avaklabletrom_=other-departments-.----department-
=-_ _---------

_must get-away -- f-roin-= -the sort--Of-idepartmental-_autOnomy- whichdepartmental _

us to believe that -_ as:department -sse_qualifi_ed

tO_--determine- what- =a-dep-artment, ought to-teach or who we ought to
--------------

t.each it _to. Our _-departments _of _,speech cOmMuriication_-_and= theatre

--= -oughti_to,-_be_evaivatecl_not===onlyion: the basis of the evidence- of

how-.effe-ctivaly, _we -are meeting_ the -learning--=needs=of -our majors,
_-_-----

7 1

4

but alsowhether we are meeting the learning needs of 'students in

American Civilization (with our Public Address courses) of students

in pre-law (with our Argumentation and Persuasion courses) , of

students in English (with our dramatic literature and Rhetorical
Theory courses) , and students in Journalism and Art (with' our

broadcasting and film courses) etc. We, ought also to be evaluated

t

4

4
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on how well we use the courses from-other departments to educate

our students more effectively and efficiently. -We should be asked

whether we insist on teaching our own statistics courses when

there are better statistics courses taught by the deP-artment of
Psychology or Mathematics, or our own historiography courses when

they can be better taught by a specialist in the History depart-
ment, etc. When we insist on teaching such courses when there

are substantial courses in the departmentswhich profess primary
expertise in those areas, we are wasting our resources and not

properly serving our students.
----,--.-- There-,Eis-_-__Another_aspect-,of .departinental-_--service-------which.ineeds-

i--
, *=-,- =to-- be -taken- account---of= in any departmental evaluation. Not only .-

--_ -- ---

--A- __ ---- -- i- 71: ---_--------_--_-_ ---__E-ni::-= _T --;_ -___---_=--__7-_=-7ZZ-_ --- ---s--:=----- -----:---- -- -- ::=-------E--lt--- --- -:-- --------- =- _---1-_- ------ir -': -- -- : ----- -- :r --------=-- ---- --- s_ _,_-_ _

must --wei_assess--__=the=_degree=7.to-_-==which-=--each--department-,_-_S--offerings-_-_'_-=,- --= --.- ----- --_--- -- -:----__--._-_-- =----- --= -=-=--- -- ---- -=-__ -_-=.--_- -----_-=r_ -----------_------- =_-_-= _-_-_-_-_ -_ __ __- _ - _ -_-_ -1= -__

------_serve--_-the-_-needs-r-of-other_-departments= and colleges; we must _alSolf_

consider the degree to which its offerings are appropriate for
the student body and the region which it serves.2 No longer can

a department set its goals and determine its programs independent

of community needs: If a region needs help with dialects or the
_ --_i-developMent of skills in organizing and _maintaining groups_. for

-community action programs, and we offer only oral interpretation-, ,

-formal public-speaking, and the history of 'rhetorical theory,
-serious questions should be raised about whether w deserve the

financial support that

ACCOUNTABILITY

Let us consider now some of the questions raised by the cur-

rent push for accountability. The principle of accountability is

good, one with which none of us can argue. Clearly, we in the



colleges and universities must be accountable to the public which

supports us and to those agencies which stand between us and the

public. The principle of accountability is fine. I am less sure

about the practice. In principle, an accountability*system measures

the input to an institution (the dollars allocated) against the

output (the amount of education). In practice, our measure of

dollars seems to be pretty good, but I have serious reservations

about the measure of education that we have been using. That mea-

-sure, as far as I can' see, appears to be student credit hours

artments is

tion is = not like a_= department store w ere one's primary concern



effectivenessif we can successfully combine valid measures of

effectiveness with our measures of efficiency. The problem is

that up until now, no institution- that I can discover has

been successful in combining them.

The reason for this failure I- believe is clear. We have been

trying to measure the= effectiveness of education at too macroscopic

a level; we have been- trying to find a single measure which can

be applied to any of =the graduates of -an institution. Up until

now--and see no possibility_ for predicting anything different

in the future--colleges and universities have been spectacularly

unsuccessful__ in defining their institutional goals in a meaning-

ful way---in a way-that-m es possible t e assessment o- degree

Being_ realistic, such--attempts

ca n pro 3ably- never succeed except in- a hig hly spec ialized profes-

sional institution such as a law or medical school- wher at leaste

some of the = goals- are clearly defin y the licensing examinations.

Otherwise, f especially in the eral arts college, = the educatidnal

goals of the various__ and the various departments,are so

which those goals have een me .

heterogeneous that the = institutional goals have little value

except to impress parents and potential donors.

Evens -when :Sith- sub Stanti vel-teSts -as-thesrArea

Graduate Record Examination are used =the effects of a college

are virtually impossible to determine. Part of the difficulty is

due to differences in initial abilities of different college popu-

lations. However, even when something like the aptitude test of

College Entrance Examination Board or of the American College

Testing program is used to control for initial differences, we can

still detect little effect of different colleges. The correlations



found between these entrance examination tests and the area tests
is very high--often in the .90s. This means that there is not
much variability left that a college can influence. 3

Because of these various problems of evaluating effectiveness

at the moment, some obsezvers have suggested that while we are

working on this problem we go ahead and evaluate solely on the

basis of economic efficiency. Off hand this seems reasonable,
V

but there are underlying dangers. In striving for economic
efficiency, we could destroy -some of the major values of higher

education long before we come up with satisfactory means of

assessing those values so that we can work them into the formulae:

accountability proced-

es for assessing institutions a
--not--ac_celerate-._ = if' --we are-: to avoi

e=l-System4- we -do= not want to live with

job= We---are-_- doing, _we- -must- -developf==val-i-d-imeasures -of _learn-in

---cwhi-chicani be actort-im-the
ormulae.-- -Not only would- Such-meaSures--_--overtonfe-_-the--mator_=cri_ti_-_,

cisms of accountability procedures, they would = be a positive gain,

for they would give students, faculty, administrators, and the
ublic a reasonable basis for assessing a department or institu-

In my= opinion, we will not be able to develop valid measures

f institutional effect if we continue to concentrate on the very
general measures of the impact of colleges which have been attempted



in the past. It is probably even useless--at least at this point
in time--to attempt to develop criteria for departments or pro-

grams. The futility of attempting this in our field, for example,
is demonstrated by the failure of experts 'in the Educational Test-
ing Service, even with the cooperation of subject-matter experts

from our= field, to develop a satisfactory area test for speech
communication as part of the Graduate Record Examination. There-

fore, instead of trying and failing at that task again, we ought
to begin with the courses or clusters of courses which tend to be
taught in most-departments or institutions and develop tests for

vOcating-tatiricitri -±deve_lop-e-

ertise in =the

sp_eech-- _communication -,- 7 and_th-at only- -do ,the j-ob well

Co-ordinate _our_ -efforts---through -an_--organiza-tiow- such- -as the Speech

_COmmunication Association --or, the=_As-sodiation_ for Departments-- and

-Adgfi-nistratc.a*S-_of -Speech:Com-mini-dation.

Standardized- tests -Of thit---sOrt should: be develOped, -for all

of the -key- courses, or-zcluSters_,Of- courses where= there iS consensus
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Lest I seem-overly optimistic, I would point out that I re-
cognize the difficulties of getting agreement on course goals from
different institutions--even in a field such as ours where we-

profess expertise in problem-solving discussion. Certainly our

past efforts at assessing the effects of speech communication
courses have not been very successful. Consider, for example,

the research that we have done on courses in public speaking. We

have-studied their effect on personality, on critical thinking,
on attitudes toward speaking, on anxiety while speaking, and--olice

in a whileeven on skill at srieiking. The Picture that emerges

from research on even this simple probl assessing the success

a single performance course--1

must also translate our general
here we encounter = another problem.

set__ =of behavioral objectives is their s-degree-0 specificity
which makes them measur is very value creates a danger.

en we insist upon highly specific behavioral objectives, TA-e are

-forting=iourselve-a_-to- cirititzome4Inportant

comes. For'=-example, -one= author; education

evaluation-, --zhas-_ _even_-made--this_comment___about use of _beh-aVioral

objectives in -_the= mathematics-- progr-ard-of-the _primary =schools

-The= unfOrtunate_ donsequender==of--this-:this--atomization_ that
_ _ _ =

the--_interrelatednest==of:math-_--concepts_-is -_

statement -is --'at=tediOxitirlistf:-very"--trivial
skills.

If this is a problem with the behavioral goa s for primary school
--Mathematics-, where---there-seet to_ be -agree&-tagreed=_- -which- =



pupils should learn, how much more of a -problem it is boiand to

be at the college level, especially in a-/field' such as ours.

In spite of these problems, with the push -from an organiza-

tion such as ours, I am confident that we can develop useful

measures which, for comparative purposes, have a high, degree of

validity. Another of the functions of SCA or ADASC can be to

help us gather data from a good sample of departments with similar

missions in similar institutions. Using the data from each

cluster of similar institutions, 'we can develop norms against

which the effectiveness of the course or cluster in each depart-

With these measures of individual courses and clusters o

courses, we will ultimately be= able to get back to the evaluation

of total departments, and even of colleges and universities. At

that point, though, we e able to evaluate these larger

structures not by using a common measure for all students within

them,_ but__ ra-ther-by__,cornb-ining, _the -its-its-

---measures- which- are most appropriate-for each- -student in_ each

titut-ion.--6_-

After we have = developed reliable and valid measures of effec-
-

tiveness of courses, clusters of courses, or even-departments,

colleges, and universities, we will be almost home---though not

quite in the door. We will still have the problem of bringing

together our measures of effectiveness with the measures of effic-

iency which are now being refined== in the accountability studies.

Ultimately, we will come to the point where we must place a dollAr

value on various kinds and amour..--s of educational gain. That is,

ultimately Tae must ask of any particular kind or any particular
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amount of gain, "Is it worth the cost?" For example, how much

money is it worth to increase the knowledge of 100 students about

communication processes 'by 10 per cent? Ot how much is it worth

to decrease the speech anxiety of 20 students by 5 per cent? When

we reach these kinds of questions,= research and rc%-e- --heks can

offer little help. TheSe questions of relative . ,e axe ones

that must be answered by the society. Hopefully, though, it will

be an enlightened society.= Here also there is a function for or-

ganizations such as the SCA and ADASC. These organizations must

be concerned with helping their members to educate the general

public and the decision-makers in institutions- of higher learning

out the value o increasing the communication skills and sophis-.

tication of individuals, groups, and organizations.

When we= have achie7ved these ends that I have suggested,

evaluation of our programs and our departments should be a great
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. The problem of standardizing these varied measures so that they
are comparable will be relatively simple since =we= will be con-
concerned with deviations from norms rather than absolute scores.


